
 

Platinum Racing Products:Tech sheet and 

Installation instruction  

ENGINE CRADLE 

 

This Platinum Racing Engine Cradle (PREC) has been constructed from hi-grade aircraft quality billet 

aluminum and the product has two applications: 

The first is to convert your 2wd RB/RD engine block to 4wd.    With the kit provided and after a few 

modifications, a standard GTR type sump will bolt straight on. 

The second is that the PREC overlays and supports the factory main cap cradle which strengthens the 

mains significantly thereby avoiding the need for new main caps and the consequential tunnel boring.  

These benefits apply to both 2wd and 4wd engines.  

The platinum cradle is therefore cost effective as it also does NOT utilize the standard main bolts as a 

place of attachment requiring spacers etc.   The standard main girdle is a great design and should be 

retained as a one-piece item, then strengthened with the PREC, as main bearing cap walk, or movement, 

may be experienced otherwise. 

 



FITTING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Prior to the installation of your new PREC the block will need to go to a machine shop so that the 

standard main bearing cradle can be machined as per Step 2.  It is the same process used to deck a 

block, or machine a cylinder head.   Please study all the steps carefully as you may wish the machine 

shop to carry out additional steps as detailed hereunder.  

*Please note ;     Although not a requirement for a platinum installation,  tf, for any other reason, your 

engine block is to be tunnel bored, or mains closed and honed etc, arrange that your machine shop does 

so prior to commencing Step 2  (i.e. before beginning the PREC fitting process). 

 

 

Step 1: Bolt down main cradle, preferably without crankshaft, and tension main bolts to specification. 

(Note, if you are installing aftermarket main studs, there may be 3 studs that require shortening as they 

will protrude into the machined surface) 

Step 2: Prepare RB/ RD engine block on mill and set level along sump pan reference to ensure main 

bearing cradle is machined parallel to sump mounting surface. 

Mill material off the installed cradle to precisely 22.5 mm above block deck height (i.e sump pan face).  

This will provide a machined face on each of the seven main bearing caps. 

 



 

Step 3: Remove sharp edge of cradle at 45`with an angle grinder, as the edge may come in contact with 

the inner radius of your new PREC. 



Grind edge until bevel becomes approximately 3 – 4 mm wide 

 



Step 4: Drill out all original M6 sump bolts with a 6.85mm (17/64) drill or 7.0 mm as shown to prepare 

for larger M8 Threads.   



Step 5: Using an intermediate M8 x 1.25 tap, create threads into cast iron pan rail 

 

 

Step 6: Bolt down new cradle with at least 6 bolts around perimeter to ensure first steps performed 

correctly. 



 

 

     Check cradle sits comfortably with no gaps under webbing, then centre punch through new alloy 

cradle onto original machined Main Cap main cradle to ensure correct reference for drilling. 



             

 

NOTE if you are not converting a 2wd block to 4wd go to Step 11.  

Step 7:   If your engine block is to being converted to 4wd, you will need to relieve the block to allow 5 

Bolts to come through block into diff casing from the opposite direction, mark or scribe the path of bolts 

to come through block whilst cradle is still bolted to block,  



 

Material in blue to be removed, it should be about ½ the bolt hole each, 5 bolts over diff housing. 

       

 



Step 8: Using an angle grinder or die grinder remove sump skirt material to clear bolt path through block 

skirt. 

        

 



 



Also remove material  webbing directly below oil filter 

area.

 

 

       

Prepared block should look similar to this. 



 

Trial fit new cradle assembly and ensure M10 x 1.25 x 65 bolts (supplied) fit through assembly with 

spacers provided. 



      

 

Step 9:  Remove the dome off the bolt well on 4wd sump assembly to allow new bolts to come through 

the sump from the opposite direction. 

 



 

 



 

 

Step 10: Remove all 7 studs from sump bolting area enabling new cap bolts to come through assembly 

from the block into differential assembly utilizing original threads in diff section of sump. 

 

Step 10.2: there is 1 bolt in the kit that has been machined down so that the head of the bolt will fit past 

the driveshaft support, you will need to die grind a small relief to allow the Cap bolt installation 

clearance. 

 



 



        

There is 1 x 6mm hole in the sump assembly that will need over-sizing, Drill out existing 6mm Hole in 

Alloy Sump to 8mm to allow for new M8 bolt. 

 

 



      

 

Step 11: Remove alloy cradle and drill 6.85 mm (7mm) holes through centre punch markings on either a 

drill press, alternatively use a simple drilling guide shown in picture below, holes to be drilled 

approximately 10mm deep (put some electrical tape around your drill bit as a drill guide), you may 

remove Main Cap cradle for drill press drilling if it helps. 



       

 

Step 12: Using your previously used M8 x 1.25 intermediate Tap, Create new threads into main cap 

cradle. 



 

 

 

Step 13: Assembly. 

You are now ready for assembly, you will find all Countersunk M8 x 1.25 bolts are supplied for both 

inner and perimeter of sump cradle to block, you will also find a complete bolt kit for assembly of your 

engine cradle, the only part you will need to make is an oil pick up. 

There are 2 fitting kits available with the Platinum Racing Cradle Kit 

4wd (Kit A) PCRB26P 

2wd (kit B) PCRBD30B 

It is advised to trial-fit cradle before engine assembly to ensure all bolts line up and all your threads are 

clean and don’t bind, you may have to run a tap or a drill through cradle minutely as not all blocks are 

exactly the same but you will find they are fairly close, and not different enough for concern. 

After assembly of engine, mount cradle to block using original Nissan gasket paste or 

alternatively Ultra Grey works well, Thread lock, or Locktite is not necessary around perimeter, 

but is advised for all the centre main cap supports 



 

All M8 countersunk bolts are to be torque to 25 

ft/lb.



After fitting the oil pick-up you are now ready to bolt the sump on. 

Seal your sump pan or diff sump assembly with Nissan glue or ultra grey and bolt up as per 

photographs. 

 

Please note, as with any type of 4WD adaptor, you will have a mismatching gearbox alignment 

into sum part of engine. 

Your options are either to leave the bottom bolts out, or weld up holes in sump, re drill and tap. 

 

Thank you for choosing the PREC, please enjoy your motoring! 



 

 

 


